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President’s Corner                                              by Bernie Crowe 

 
Field status   The farmer and his truck operators continue to 

respect the area of the field we marked out as our flying zone.  

Dumping continues, but now it is between the existing rows, 

presumably to bring the density up to the required amount.  The 

farmer has made a start on flattening the rows of mulch towards 

San Jacinto Road, but action seems to have stalled, perhaps until 

the supplemental dumping is complete.  We’ll keep tabs on it. 

Visitors on the field  We have had a couple of welcome visitors 

the last two weeks.  Old time member Bob Watzke came up from 

Escondido on the 7th to see his Courier Sportster which Joe Jones 

has lovingly restored. Bob is battling cancer and we know making the trip to the field at Perris is no easy feat 

for him.  Read more about Bob and his plane elsewhere in this issue.  And on the 14 th we were happy to see 

old-time SCAMPS Life Member Chuck Schooley, now living in Canada.  Chuck and his friend Andrew 

Taggert were visiting California and one of Chuck’s main goals was to visit with the SCAMPS Club and meet 

some of our current members.  He spent a few happy hours on the field and we made sure to ask him back 

again if he’s ever down this way. 

PFFA kickoff  On November 13 I met with the presidents or their representatives of all the free flight clubs 

using the Perris field.  Present were Don Bartick and his wife Arline of the San Diego Orbiteers; Bill Booth of 

the Southern California Aero Team (SCAT); John Hutchison and Kathy McLaughlin of the Scale Staffel 

FAC Club; and George Clifford representing the Oasis Flyers FAC Club.  Together we agreed to form the 

Perris Free Flight Alliance to represent all those who fly on the Perris field.  We will maintain a common 
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events calendar to coordinate our activities, and to help avoid usage conflicts.  We will also develop a set of 

rules for flying on this property to satisfy the farmer who leases the property, and avoid any behaviors that 

would jeopardize our use of the field.  More to come. 

Falconers on the field  We get lots of unusual activities on the Perris field, from sheep grazing to balloon ride 

launches, but last Wednesday was a new one.  I saw a couple of cars parked near the concrete ford that crosses 

the catch basin.  The guys were stretching what looked like a volleyball net across the river bed, and I jokingly 

asked them if they had caught anything yet.  That got a chuckle and they told me they were falconers, trying to 

catch some of the small birds that congregate in the catch basin there.  I guess they were planning to use said 

birds as lures (targets?) for their falcons.  Just don’t fly your planes there when the raptor is in the air! 

 

SCAMPS November/December Club Meeting and Christmas Party 

 

 
 

The SCAMPS 2018-year end gala is happening at the home of Hal and Jane Cover on Saturday, 

December 8th, starting at 3 PM. The cost is $15 per person, payable to Jane no later than Saturday, 

December 1st if you plan to attend, and we hope you do.  Olive Garden will be providing the food; 

refreshments will be provided and if you would like to bring something please coordinate with Jane 

on that matter. Any updates and a map will be provided in the December newsletter-for now mark 

your calendar and plan to join your flying friends to see the year out. 
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SCAMPS NEWS                      by Clint Brooks   

 

The memorial service for John Donelson has been announced for 

Saturday December 1st from 10 AM until 2 PM at the Sea Cliff 

Country Club in Huntington Beach.  The address is 6561 Palm 

Avenue-if you plan to attend please RSVP to Katie Donelson at 

this email:  katiedonelson@hotmail.com 

We heard about the problem Daniel Heinrich was having the 

weekend of the Fall Annual.  Last week the news is about Allen 

Heinrich being admitted to the hospital for neutropenia, a 

debilitating illness that leaves the body with no immune system.  

There is also a condition of low red blood cells along with this.  

He has been admitted to Sunrise Hospital in Las Vegas for 

testing and treatment.  The phone number is (707)731-8126 if 

you would like to call-the room number is 5649.  Our best wishes on a speedy recovery for both of 

these long time SCAMPS members and good friends.  Many thanks to Kevin Sherman for keeping us  

informed of these issues via his email notifications. 

During the November Club contest, we had a lifetime SCAMPS member visit the field.  This was 

Chuck Schooley, who flew at Perris for many years before moving to Canada.  In addition to being a 

nice guy he was also wearing the most SCAMPS garb I have ever seen.  It appears there was quite a 

few apparel options and accessories to dress up the most ardent SCAMPSter and Chuck obliged me 

with a few shots to capture the look.  If nothing else, we should make the effort to get all club 

members a SCAMPS name plate.  

 

 

 

Chuck Schooley with his SCAMPS cap and 

nameplate 

Notice the nice windbreaker and shirt with 

SCAMPS logo 

mailto:katiedonelson@hotmail.com
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Chuck and his friend Andrew (in background) hung out with everyone until the field was empty 

before heading south to San Diego.  I think they enjoyed the flying session very much and were 

making new friends and visiting some old ones.  Come back and bring some models to fly Chuck-it 

was nice to meet you. 

Some news regarding the 2019 Indoor Nationals is being circulated by NFFS editor in chief Don 

DeLoach who is going to be the NATS manager for indoor flying in 2019.  The interesting part is the 

site location; the 100-foot ceiling Round Valley Dome in Eagar, AZ which makes it the first Indoor 

NATS event to be held in the western part of the USA in many years. Don had posted a link to an 

electronic survey in his email and is soliciting everyone for the events they would want to fly if they 

attend in May, 2019.  I hope you all got this email and link to the survey and spent a few moments 

looking it over for input.  I’ve included the link here-if you want to view it hopefully you can still 

submit your choices, but it’s probably closed at this point.  Don is pulling hard to get participation in 

the hopes of capturing the venue as a standing location for indoor free flight activity so please help 

support if you can.  Feel free to contact him with suggestions and the events you would like to fly if 

the survey is closed. 

 

Courier Sportster Flies Again!               by Joe Jones 

The Courier Sportster was kitted by 

Berkeley Model Supplies in 1938 (Figure 

1 is a copy of the 1938 Berkley 

advertisement from “Antique & Old 

Timer Model Aircraft” by Danny 

Shields).  It was part of the nautical-

themed series that included the 

Buccaneers, Brigadier, Musketeer, and 

others.  In 1998, Bob Watzke built a 

Courier Sportster from the Berkeley 

Model plans and flew it at the “rock pile” 

in Perris.  Bob’s Courier Sportster was 

powered by a small diesel.  The usual 

flight plan was ROG with a long engine 

run, left climb to altitude followed by a graceful right 

glide.  After several years, the model was retired to hang in Bob’s garage. 

In January 2018, Bob gave many of his engines and airplanes to the SCAMPS.  Bernie Crowe brought engines 

to the January SCAMPS meeting.  He also brought engines and airplanes to the field at Perris.  Bob told Bernie 

that I might be interested in the Courier Sportster.  I brought it home from the SCAMPS January meeting.   

Figure 2 is the Courier Sportster in January 2018.  The covering was finished.  I stripped the old covering 

using acetone.  That process went well except for a few joints in the sub rudder and wing tips that may have 

been put together with acetone-based glue.  I then re-covered with Polyspan and nitrate dope; the finish was 

Polyspan Dye.   

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScMqMSzFJfIlf4YWcx9AEBgD7aL3Sc5JUehsX19jM8vza7J1

g/viewform?c=0&w=1 

Figure 1.  1938 Berkeley Advertisement 
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I had a Vivell 35 engine that my brother-in-law 

found in Salt Lake City.  The engine had a broken 

connecting rod and a split crankcase, which he 

repaired and setup to run on glow.  I installed that 

engine.  Callie Graphics provided black vinyl 

wing graphics.  Figure 3 is the refinished Courier 

Sportster in the summer of 2018.  The re-covering 

project was finished in August.  At that point, the 

weather was too hot to try a flight.  Weather and 

field conditions delayed a flight attempt to 

November. 

On November 7th, my wife Linda and I brought 

the refinished airplane to Perris for a test flight.  

Bob’s friend John Hubbard brought him to the 

field, fighting horrendous freeway traffic from 

several incidents that forced them onto back 

roads.  They arrived after donut time.  Figure 4 is 

a picture of Bob and his airplane.  Figure 5 shows 

Bob, John, and me planning the test flight.   

The breeze was picking up, but we were able to 

make a flight attempt.  The engine stopped 

unexpectedly before the first launch attempt.  A 

slightly richer needle valve setting allowed 

launch.  The airplane recovered from a bad launch 

(pulled to the left) and began what appeared to be 

a stable climb out.   

Figure 5 is the launch photo.  Unfortunately, the 

engine stopped very early resulting in a drop and 

broken propeller.  Minor repairs have been made.  

I reviewed my notes on the Vivell engine and was 

reminded that it had stopped unexpectedly before.  

We are considering an engine change for the next 

attempt.  I have a McCoy 35 Red Head from 

Bob’s collection that may be the power for the 

next attempt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Courier Sportster as received from Bernie 

Figure 3.  Refinished Courier Sportster 

Figure 4.  Bob Watzke with his Refinished Courier 

Sportster 
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Figure 5.  Bob, John and I plan the test flight 

 

Figure 6.  Test Flight Launch 

Bob Watzke (L) and college friend Ray Ulvate and the Courier Sporster on the 

table early in the life of the model-Perris, CA 
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Terry Thorkildsen graciously covered the SCAMPS events at the recent Fall Annual when no 

SCAMPS CD could support during the emergency experienced by Daniel Heinrich, the CD 

scheduled to host the Old-Time events at the Annual.  He has forwarded the contest coverage to share 

in the SCAMPS newsletter.  Again, many thanks for your help on this Terry. 

2018 San Valeers Nostalgia 31st annual held at Lost Hills California  

on Oct 20th and 21st contest report by Terry Thorkildsen 

 

This year we had the best weather you could ever ask for both Saturday and Sunday with hardly any wind 

either day and temps in the low 80° each day.  We usually share the field with the SCAMPS but their CD 

Dan Heinrich fell sick at the last minute so they had to cancel. As a result, we ran some of their rubber and 

classic gas events for the people that had made the long drive.  We had 16 contestants and as usual the 

competition was tough since we had the usual flyers from Oregon and northern California flying with us and 

they are all good flyers and fun to fly with. 

  

 Most of the gas events were hotly contested and it took decent time to get into the winner’s circle. 

In 1/4A Bruce Hannah flying a Ramrod went 1st with 4 maxes and Jerry Rocha who was flying Top 

Bananas in everything took 2nd place when he dropped his 4th. 

 

1/2A Nostalgia was again our most popular event with 8 flyers with Randy Secor scoring the win with 6 plus 

maxes flying a Hooiser Hot Shot with FAI fox .049 power while the rest of the contestants used Medallions.  

Bruce Hannah dropped his 5th max and Jim Kelly dropped his 4th max for 2nd and 3rd place respectively. 

 

A Nostalgia was our second most popular event with 7 flyers and Randy Secor scored the win by being clean 

for 5 maxes with his Cresendo but was closely followed by Bruce Hannah with a Fubar X and Jim Kelly 

with a Texan who both dropped their 5th flight. 

 

B and C nostalgia both had 4 contestants each with maxouts required in C for the top 3 places and won by 

Phil Ronney with 5 plus maxes with his Ramrod. B Nostalgia was won by Ron Thomas flying a Zeek just 

barely dropping his 4th max and edging out Don McNamee flying his Cresendo design. 

  

Jerry Rocha maxed out in early 1/2A early nostalgia using a cub powered Top Banana, edging out Glenn 

Schneider and Bob Stalick. If you look at the results what is surprising to me was that there were only OK 

cubs and a wen mac but no wasp engines.   

This year Bob and Bruce switched places in Nostalgia cabin with Bruce Hannah flying a cute Hornet 

powered Start beating Bob Stalick using the same Zenith powered by a Medallion. 

   

Vintage FAI was one of our most entertaining events with the top 3 finishers all maxing out. and; it took 5 

more flyoff flights in a marathon flyoff to determine the final winner. Randy Secor won it with his Cresendo 

making 9 plus maxes closely followed by Bruce Hannah with a Black Shadow and Jerry Rocha with a Top 

Banana.  It is always fun to run up a good string of maxes so I know they all had a ball doing it and we had 

fun watching it.  

 

Combined Nostalgia rubber also required a nice string of maxes to win.  Bill Swift put up a good string of 6 

maxes the first day edging out Glen Grell but on the 2nd day Mike Mayea slowly kept putting them up till he 

had beat out Bill Swift by 57 seconds for the win with his 55 Biligri and used up a bunch of rubber in the 

process. 
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Randy Secor kept up his winning ways when he had the winning ticket on the raffle scoring the Veco .29R 

that Ted Hidinger had generously donated.   We know it will get put to good use since Randy   

flies a lot.  

 

I want to thank Mike Mayea who helped hand out the prizes at the end and all the other folks that 

donated stuff to make our Nostalgia contest a success and we hope to see everyone back next year for a 

weekend of fun flying competition models from the Nostalgia period.   

SCAMPS Club contest November 2018      by Bernie Crowe 

 

Once again, the widespread forecasts of Santa Ana winds gusting to 35 mph turned out to be fake 

news, at least as far as Perris was concerned.  Though a little breezy to start with, the day soon settled 

down to an almost perfect flying day, warm and calm.  Our events for this day were P-30, Jimmy 

Allen, Perris Special, and AMA Electric.  The threat of high winds almost certainly kept several 

people from attending, so we had a light turnout and a thin field of entries.  I have to take some of the 

blame too, as I forgot to put out the usual reminder email.  Mea culpa. 

 

Our trusty gas fliers were fewer in number than is usual for the Perris Special event, only Ray Peel 

and Ron Thomas taking part.  They both maxed out except for Ray’s last flight, which he dropped by 

13 seconds to give Ron the win.  Jimmy Allen, which usually gets some spirited action from the 

Oasis FAC guys, drew almost no attention at all.  Lance Powers had his Sky Chief on hand to trim it 

after some repair work, and he decided what the heck and flew in the contest.  He chalked up a fifteen 

second flight followed by a seven second jaunt.  Lance could be heard chuckling “hey, I won Jimmy 

Allen!” 

 

P-30 was, as always, the most popular event with five entries.  Notably, three out of the five were 

Clint Brooks productions, and Clint took the win with his Super Y followed by Lance also flying a 

Super Y, and David Wade placed third with a Boomer!  Way to clean up Clint!  My Majestyk was 

sorely out of trim and bombed for a 48 before maxing the other two rounds.  Jerry Clark was flying a 

good old Square Eagle from way back when and obviously having fun with it.  Some of the chases 

were quite long, getting lost between the rows of mulch. 

 

AMA Electric also suffered from lack of participation.  Though Clint had his Ramrod at the field, he 

was busy re-trimming after a CG change and elected not to compete.  That left me with my Nostalgia-

era Creep to fly on my own, which I’ve always found increases my chances of winning!  I didn’t feel 

too bad though, as the Creep has been giving me a real challenge the last few times out but, on this 

occasion, I got it sorted out and transitioning well, so I enjoyed the flying even if it was a bit lonely! 

 

Only one more Club contest left this year, on December 12.  As is tradition, we’ll be flying OT small 

rubber, plus a Gollywock mass launch to kick off; Nostalgia Gas, 1/2A plus ABC; and Electric 

Nostalgia.  Put it on your calendar, wear a Santa hat, and let’s send the year out with a fun day. 
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As we had into the end of the season, I would like to note all the hard effort that went 

into making the SCAMPS successful in 2018.  This was a transitional year with 

leadership change and a somewhat tumultuous start.  We all owe Daniel Heinrich and 

Kevin Sherman another heart felt thank you for carrying the club on their shoulders, 

probably longer than they needed to.  Both of these gentlemen have been going 

through some tough life issues and I for one admire how they did not lose sight of the 

passion in their life and the SCAMPS at large. 

I also want to honor Bernie, Hal, Paul and Lance for stepping up and really gaining 

some serious traction this year.  I felt things were handled well and I was happy to be 

NAME MODEL ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2 SCORE PLACE

1 Ray Peel Perris Special 120 120 107 347 2

2 Ron Thomas Perris Special 120 120 120 360 1

               SCAMPS Perris Special Club Contest - Perris 11-14-18

NAME MODEL ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2 SCORE PLACE

1 Lance Powers Super Y 102 120 120 342 2

2 Bernie Crowe Majestyk 48 120 120 288 4

3 Clint Brooks Super Y 120 120 120 360 1

4 David Wade Boomer 55 120 120 295 3

5 Jerry Clark Square Eagle 106 120 dnf 226 5

   SCAMPS P-30 Club Contest - Perris 11-14-18

NAME MODEL ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 FLYOFF 1 FLYOFF 2 SCORE PLACE

1 Lance Powers Sky Chief 15 7 22 1

   SCAMPS Jimmy Allen Club Contest - Perris 11-14-18

NAME MODEL ROUND 1 ROUND 2 ROUND 3 FO 1 FO 2 SCORE PLACE

Bernie Crowe Creep 120 120 120 360 1

Clint Brooks Ramrod dnf

   SCAMPS AMA Electric Perris  11-14-18
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in the club.  2019 looks promising and I hope we develop new talent and roles as we 

move forward.  Have a Happy Holiday and I’ll be seeing you a lot at the field! 

 

2018 Free Flight Contest Schedules -Perris/Taibi Site Unless Otherwise Noted 

 

 

 

 

Mo Day Rubber Power Electric CD

Jan 17 P30 / Jimmy Allen              1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas F1S (E-36) B. Crowe

Jan 20 Haggart/Bowden-Perris M. Myers

Feb 7 OT Small Rubber (comb) 1/2A, ABC Nos Gas E Nostalgia H. Mathies

Mar 11 SCAMPS 13th Annual Taibi Contest-Perris J. Jones

Mar 14 P-30 / Greve-Thompson combined mass launch All 1/2A AMA + Nos Gas AMA Electric J. Jones

Apr 11 OT Large Rubber (comb) Perris Special, OT Sport Glow F1Q +  F1S R. Peel

Apr 22-23 SCAMPS/SCIF Texaco-Lost Hills D. Heinrich

May 9 4oz Wake / 8oz Wake + Mulvihill 1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas E Nostalgia J. Carman

May 6 Lotto/Twin Pusher-Perris H. Cover

Jun 13 OT Small Rubber (comb) All Hi-thrust AMA + Nos F1S +  E-20 H. Cover

Jul 11 P-30/Comml Rubber Perris Special, OT Sport Glow AMA Electric L. Powers

Aug 15 OT Large Rubber (comb) 1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas E Nostalgia cancelled

Sep 12 OT Large Rubber (comb) 1/2A, ABC, D/supD AMA Gas E Nostalgia R. Thomas

Oct 10 OT Small Rubber (comb) All 1/2A AMA + Nos Gas F1S +  E-21 P. Ronney

Oct 20-21 SCAMPS/SCIF+San Valeers Nos-Lost Hills D. Heinrich

Nov 14 P-30 / Jimmy Allen Perris Special AMA Electric G. Drake

Dec 12 Gollywock Mass Launch + OT Small Rubber (comb) 1/2A, ABC Nos Gas E Nostalgia B. Crowe

SCAMPS Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2018 V2.0

Mo Day Rubber Power HLG/CLG CD

Jan 29 P-30                          (no rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

Feb 18 OT/Nostalgia rubber (no rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

Mar 18 Coupe                      (3/25 rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

Apr 15 P-30 Memorial     (4/29 rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

May 19-20 SDO/FGMC FF Bonanza-Lost Hills

May 27 Coupe make-up for 3/18 contest Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

June 24 OT/Nostalgia rubber (no rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

July N/A No Contest Planned

Aug N/A No Contest Planned

Sep 16 Coupe                     (9/23 rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

Oct 14 P-30                        (10/28 rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

Nov 11 OT/Nostalgia      (11/25 rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

Dec 9 Coupe                    (12/16 rain date) Any-Gas or Electric Any Mike Pykelny

San Diego Orbiteers Monthly Club & Sanctioned Contest Schedule 2018

Mo Day Events Location CD

Mar 28 Greve/Thomp Combined,Jim.Allen,All Sky Chief Perris Roger Willis

Jun 11 Blur Race,BiPl Mass L., OTRF Perris Roger Willis

Oct 10 WWII Combat, FAC Rub. Scale, 1/2 Wakefield Perris Roger Willis

OASIS Squadron FAC-20 Outdoor Schedule 2018
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Note to guests interested in observing or flying free flight models at Perris: 

The usual time to catch us in the act is in the morning.  Most Saturday mornings are when people 

come out to test fly or tune up their models and skills, and just have a good time.  You can observe a 

handful of top FAI rubber and glider flyers along with with others flying a range of model types-

mostly endurance rubber powered and electric or gas powered.  Scale free flight models are flown 

when the Scale Staffel has their FAC contests also noted above.  These are typically conducted over 

two day periods to get in all the event categories normally flown. Flying usually starts 7-ish and ends 

late morning depending on winds.  There is a larger group that flies on Wednesday as well if you 

would rather make a mid-week trip.  Come join us-see the map above for an idea on directions-it’s on 

the east side of the 215 freeway, off San Jacinto Ave.-there is a dirt road entrance on the right. 

 

 

 

Mo Day CD

Feb 24-25 Flying Aces Club  Perris George Mansfield

Jun 9-10 Flying Aces Club  Perris George Mansfield

Nov 17-18 Flying Aces Club  Perris John Hutchison

San Diego Scale Staffel Outdoor Schedule 2018

N 
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Taibi Powerhouse kit for sale 

"Champion Model Airplane Co." Sal Taibi Powerhouse 84. This is a complete kit with high grade balsa 

throughout. All parts are cut out, ribs are sanded. Probably the best Powerhouse kit available. Asking $75.00 

Hal Cover hcover3646@hotmail.com 909-851-2073 

 

  

mailto:hcover3646@hotmail.com
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